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Details of Visit:

Author: LostinLondon
Type of Visit: Outcall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 24 May 2016 12:00
Duration of Visit: 90 Minutes
Amount Paid: 460
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: 00-44
Website: http://www.00-44.com
Phone: 07017000044

The Premises:

I called the day before to make an incall date, but Patrick, the ever-affable proprietor of 00-44, said
that all of the agency's flats were already booked. So, I rented a room via dayuse.com at a popular,
mid-tier tourist hotel in Central London for £49 for a five-hour stay. Patrick was a real gent about my
extra costs, and we came to a mutually agreeable solution. I say this only because Patrick is such a
pleasure to deal with compared with other agencies.

The room itself was fine and clean, but a lot smaller that I expected. It was pretty crowded with the
three of us. If I ever have another duo date, I will seek a bigger bed!

The Lady:

Annabelle:
Welsh by birth, blonde Annabelle is beautiful and curvy. Do not take that to mean see is 'full-
figured'; she is perfect-figured, with large boobs and a most delightful round ass. I told her I would
love to see her in a bikini because all of her curves are in the right places. She has a lovely smile.

Louise:
Very tall and thin with small breasts, almost the exact opposite body type of Annabelle. Louise, too,
is blonde and originally from Eastern Europe, but one would never tell as her English is perfect.
Louise also has a beguiling
physical characteristic, but I will leave that as a surprise.

While both girls are truly gorgeous (much more attractive than their photos would indicate), the best
part is that both are highly intelligent and a lot of fun to simply be with. Both had great senses of
humour, and both got along with each other splendidly. I would have had a great time talking with
them even if sex had not been included.

The Story:

This was a lesson in patience ... if you persevere, good things will likely happen.

I decided I wanted to treat myself to a full-on, interactive duo date for my birthday. I have had a duo
date in the past, but the girls were wooden and would never get close to each other. For this
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occasion, I had booked a duo with two independent older ladies (I am in my early 60s), but they
were forced to cancel two days before the event. I then booked a duo through another agency with
older ladies; that was cancelled the day before. I finally called 00-44; I had previously been very
pleased with this agency, but I was hesitant on this occasion because most of the girls are in their
20s. However, Patrick quickly recommended Annabelle and Melissa, who he said liked to be with
older men.

After I arrived at the hotel, Patrick contacted me to say that Melissa would be unavailable. My heart
sank, but he quickly added that Louise would be taking her place and, within a half-hour, both ladies
were in my room. Both were dressed as to not to draw any attention as they entered the hotel,
except for their obvious good looks.

What went on next is now a bit of a blur, but I loved every minute of it. Louise retired to the
bathroom first and came out in a skimpy red bra and knickers along with a pair of very girly white
hold-up stockings with red bows on top. Yum! Annabelle then went to change and re-appeared in a
black bra, knickers, suspender belt, stockings and high heels. They told me I was a bit overdressed,
so I stripped off and they proceeded to attack me ... or more to say they attacked my cock. Both
sucked me greedily for some time, one swallowing my cock and the other licking and sucking my
balls. There would be an occasional break for some passionate kissing, and then the sucking would
begin again. I was able to push them off me (almost literally) so that I could lick their pussies as
they kissed and massaged each others' boobs. They returned their attention to me and, after
shagging both ladies in a cowgirl position, Annabelle finally sucked me off, swallowing my whole
load, while Louise continued to work on my balls.

We had a bit of a break for recovery time (they both came while being licked), and then it started all
over again: more sucking, licking, fucking and another (for me) mind-blowing orgasm in Annabelle's
mouth. However, I was not the only one to have fun. I think both girls had several climaxes, both
while being licked and while screwing me.

Was it the perfect date? Perhaps yes and perhaps no. I never got around to some of my fantasy
scenarios. It was not that the ladies were not willing, but either I did not have the imagination at the
time (I was pre-occupied!) or I was too pooped from all the loving attention that I was being paid. At
no time did Annabelle or Louise stop paying attention to me, which is a bit of a shame because I
really wanted to see two women make passionate love to each other. However, they made clear
that it was all about me, and how often have you been with an escort that acted that way?

I am sure that I will see two ladies again, and I certainly would be pleased if it were Annabelle and
Louise. However, I think I would like to see both of them separately in the meantime. They were
great fun and are highly recommended.

One last thing: 00-44 offers duo dates for 90 minutes, and I now understand the logic behind this.
While an hour would be a bit cheaper, 90 minutes provided time for a lot of action and a bit of a rest,
with still enough time remaining after we re-charged to have another serious session.

Thank you Annabelle and Louise for such a great time. 
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